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Completed Research
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SEARCHING SUCCESS

Objective
- To design a model which would guide the average searcher
towards a higher rate of Internet searching success

Research Problem
- the relation between search engine indices is complex
- search engines’ operation is often misunderstood
- 91% of readers never look past the third page of results
- Internet searching success rate is low – 20% to 35%

Investigative Questions
- why is the Internet searching success rate so low?
- how can the average Internet searcher be empowered to
achieve a higher rate of success?
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Major Findings
- most Internet searchers use 1 or 2 keywords only
- these keywords are often too general
- Internet searchers display a low level of expertise in query
building and operator use

Conclusion
- single and even double word queries seldom produce relevant answers
- searchers should vary the length of their query in sympathy with
the degree of success – a typical length could be 3 to 6 words
- the model is the proposal regarding the search query length – this should
increase with the generality of the query
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If the search query is general by nature, more terms will
be required:
- accommodation london hotel tube station paddington
- 7 day weather forecast new york
- tour de france 2008 stage winners

If the words in the query have any one or more of the following
attributes, a shorter query will probably lead to success:
- technical terms (eg derailleur)
- medical terms (eg thrombophlebitis)
- scientific or mathematical concepts (eg differential equation
examples)
- difficult to spell words (eg curriculum vitae)
- acronyms which are not generally used (eg CAV disk mechanism)
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